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It is often said (and the author of the present book says it once again) that coding 1' Gallev ~ I~ 
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theory arose from information theory. On the other hand, the person generally . ·· --'----
accepted as the founder of information theory is Claude Shannon, and Shannon · 
points out in his seminal first paper on the subject that his initial results in coding 
theory were found by a method due to the reviewer, who thought he was working in 
coding theory! There were, in fact, two people working in the same place (Bell 
Telephone Laboratories), at about the same time, even sharing an office for awhile, 
who were developing two separate theories. (This of course raises the question of 
whether it is the situation that brings forth the creators or the creators that make the 
situation. One is reminded of Pasteur's remark that "luck favors the prepared 
mind," which admits both that there is an element of luck and that it is the 
individual who finally accomplishes the task.) 
What was the motivation? Information theory arose from the desire to under-
stand what the telephone system was doing in a fundamental sense. Coding theory, 
on the other hand, arose from the perceived need for reliable computing from 
unreliable parts, plus the need to signal through high levels of noise. Coding theory, 
therefore, arose in response to an important practical need, and the subject is still 
partially driven by practical considerations. This does not, however, explain the 
continued separation of the two subjects. That separation has persisted largely 
because the mathematics in the two fields seems to be somewhat different. Coding 
theory uses a great deal of finite algebra and combinatorics: Information theory 
tends to have much more classical analysis with such things as entropy functions 
and probability distributions. There are, of course, a few people who work in both 
fields, but the separation is quite noticeable. 
While coding theory arose in response to practical needs, the typical treatment, as 
in this book, presents coding theory as another branch of mathematics. Usually, 
only slight attention is given to practical applications ( other than claims of useful-
ness). Engineering realities are seldom discussed, and this book is no exception in 
this regard. . 
Considered as a branch of mathematics, just how hard is coding theory? Many 
authors of books on coding theory state that for their book one needs only simple 
high school algebra; the reader does not even need calculus. This is true in a formal 
sense, but it requires a mathematical sophistication that is not typically achieved 
before the calculus course. Hill writes, "The aim of this book is to provide an 
elementary treatment of the theory of error-correcting codes, assuming no more 
than high school mathematics and the ability to carry out matrix arithmetic ... The 
first eight chapters comprise an introductory course which I have taught as part of 
second year undergraduate courses in discrete mathematics and in algebra. [This is 
less than half the book.] I have also used the whole as a master's course taken by 
students whose first degree is not necessarily in mathematic~." 












In the book, the author occasionally refers to the classic book by MacWilliams 
and Sloane (The Theory of Error-Correcting Codes, North-Holland, 1977) for some MATH MONTHLY 
of the harder proofs. Even so, his book is not easy reading for the person who is not En\". 
mathematically sophisticated. It is well known that the Elementary Problems in the --,- 1 A .. 
Monthly are often much harder than the Advanced Problems: combinatorial Author f:l(J. &tJ JJ 
arguments are often very much harder than even involved analytical proofs. That Galley • ~ ~ 
the teacher, having mastered the field of finite algebra and the corresponding ways 
of thinking, finds the material easy does not mean that the student, meeting it for 
the first time, finds it easy. I can only wonder at the difficulty of covering the first 
one hundred pages of the book in one term. While one may cover hundreds of pages 
in the typical Calculus text during the first term, such texts have voluminous 
sections of worked examples and carefully honed textual material. The job here 
cannot be easy! The author does give numerous examples to illustrate the material, 
and he does proceed carefully. He also gives background material such as the 
necessary parts of the theory of finite fields. Yet, with all this the subject material is 
not simple to grasp for the first time. 
Given that the author views coding theory as a branch of mathematics, the book 
is excellent. Given that the field has many practical applications and is driven by 
them, there are many acknowledged omissions. (Huffman coding, for example, is 
only mentioned; the book is exclusively on block-coding.) . 
It is hard, however, to write a book covering coding theory that is easy to read 
and at the same time covers the more important codes; the field is too vast and -:k--
difficult. From the mere note in Shannon's first paper, Golay understood alot and 
wrote a classic one page paper that began the algebraic part of coding theory. It was 
a very difficult paper to read, and this tradition has persisted to this day. The field is 
difficult, but it is fair to say that the author this book has made some further 
progress in simplifying the presentation of much of the material. For the calculus, a 
number of generations of teachers were needed to make the material simple enough 
for the average undergraduate to understand. In time, we will probably simplify the 
presentation of Coding Theory similarly. 
As a branch of mathematics, coding theory has a promising future. There are 
many unsolved problems, and this feature is the mark of an important field of 
research. As a branch of practical engineering, it will receive many new stimulating 
problems in the future. The combination makes it a "hot field" for research; this 
book is one avenue of approach for the beginner. 
